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OBW SystemsOn-Board Weighing Solutions for Trucks




                Maximize every truck payload. Without the fines.
            
Contact our team today to solve your hauling operational challenges.
From avoiding costly fines to saving on fuel costs by eleminating extra trips to weighing stations, the benefits of real-time weight analytics for your trucks is clear. Our team will work with you to identify your specific needs and get the right system that makes the biggest impact for your fleet. Contact us today!
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ON-BOARD INDICATOR
An intuitive display with touchscreen operation which provides the right weight every time. Durable and versatile, with a full color display. It accurately monitors total payloads, allows to set two overload alarm set-points and has versatile mounting options.
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MOBILE PRINTER
Our mobile printer provides the creation of receipts directly on-site and enables the immediate weight record.
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Hauling IQ
A web-based software platform and a user-friendly monitoring system for your vehicles. Hauling IQ optimizes the business process in all areas of hauling.






Contact the Expert
Kyle Amstrong
Sales and Support
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Ready to upgrade your machine?
First Name *


Last Name *



E-mail *


Phone Number



Company *



Machine Details / Questions *



Language
-Select-
English




Lead Source
-Select-
Web-Inquiry





Submit




OBW Product Flyer
Download or print.

DOWNLOAD BROCHURE
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CHALLENGES VOCATIONAL TRUCK OPERATIONS FACE




Due to the rising cost of equipment operations, it is critical to reduce operating expenses and improve fleet efficiency. With an on-board scale, you will always know the exact weight of each load. This saves you both money and material, while taking full advantage of the capacity of your wheel loader and trucks.
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 LIABILITY







PREVENTING
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ON-BOARD WEIGHING SOLUTION
MAXIMIZE TRUCK PAYLOAD WITHOUT OVERLOADING
Based on constant development and technology improvements, applications for on-board scales are rapidly expanding. On-board scales are found in almost every trucking industry, such as dirt & aggregate hauling, construction & demolition, refuse, agriculture, mining, and bulk hauling. Given the high cost of time and equipment, on-board scales are having a dramatic impact on the efficiency and profitability of operating a truck.
MOBA on-board weighing systems are targeted at vocational truck operations that are trying to avoid overloading their vehicles. These systems are easy to install, calibrate and operate yet are robust and able to work in harsh environments. This combination makes for the most reliable on-board weighing system on the market.
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Features and Benefits
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SIMPLE TO USE SYSTEM
 The MOBA easy-to-read full color LCD touch screen indicator gives operators the power to control payloads, maximize profits and avoid dangerous overloads. Simple on-screen menus mean drivers can choose between Net, Gross, Percent, Collected or Delivered weights.
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MOBILE PRINTING
 The on-board printer allows on-site printing of weight tickets with all the important information for the customer
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OVERLOAD ALARM OPTIONS
 The system notifies you on present and upcoming overloads to make sure you don't exceed the capacity of the vehicle.
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RUGGED COMPONENTS
 Thanks to the hermetically sealed weight sensors, the system resists the harshest environments.
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ON-SCREEN CALIBRATION
 The on-board computer provides a time-efficient and easy on-screen calibration option of the whole system.
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SECURITY
 A self-selected passcode will prevent unauthorized changes and protect essential system settings.












One size doesn´t fit all
From our highly accurate load cell systems to more simple Overload Avoidance Systems (OAS), our team of experts partner with each customer to build the solution that works best with the right technology.
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Load cell scale system
	Body-mounted load cells for operations that require a high degree of precision
	Ideal for all applications including individual pick-up weight readings
	Accuracy ±1% GVW
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Overload avoidance system
	Easy to install, economic transducer-based solution
	Ideal for applications where only gross total load monitoring is desired
	Accuracy ±3% at 90% - 100% GVW









ON-BOARD INDICATOR
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RUGGED COMPONENTS - 
 EASY TO OPERATE
Our on-board solutions are required to operate reliably and precisely even under harsh conditions. The electronics in every MOBA product is protected against vibrations, dust, heat and moisture by special sealing technology. This sturdy "housing", provides additional protection to the electronics located inside.
The operation of each system is perfectly matched to mobile application. Specific information is clearly visible on the display, with a well-designed menu navigation, offering simple, convenient and uncomplicated operations.








BENEFIT FROM THE OBW SYSTEM
ALWAYS KNOW THE CORRECT WEIGHT


01

IMPROVE FLEET EFFICIENCY
Optimize fleet efficiency by hauling the maximum legal payload on every trip.




02

ELIMINATE OVERWEIGHT FINES
Eliminate overweight fines by always knowing how much material is loaded on the truck in the moment. The overload alarm supports you while loading.





03

ELIMINATE TRAVEL TO CERTIFIED SCALES
Save fuel, travel costs, and time knowing your truck weight on-the-go instead of traveling to certified scales.




04

REDUCE MAINTENANCE COSTS
Reduce the maintenance cost and increase vehicle life by hauling load the vehicle was designed to carry.





05

INCREASE SAFETY
Increase safety by keeping weight within legal limits, which eliminates accidents caused by overloaded trucks.




06

ELIMINATE LIABILITY EXPOSURE
Eliminate liability exposure from overweight vehicles thanks to the MOBA on-board scale system.
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TESTIMONIALS
LEARN HOW MOBA IMPROVED CUSTOMERS PRODUCTIVITY
"I've installed many on-board scale systems the past 20 years from different manufacturers. MOBA's XTE Weighing System far exceeds my expectations with accuracy, repeatability, and durability."
-  M. Chavez, Pompano Beach, FL 
CONTACT US



HOW IT LOOKS ON THE TRUCK
 THE RIGHT TOOL FOR YOUR JOB SITE



INTUITIVE SCREEN OPERATION
For quick an easy navigation, a finger press or swipe gesture guides
 users through the graphic functions. Driver MENU settings allow
 frequently used adjustments to be made. Critical settings are
 passcode protected.
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PICKUP / DELIVERY MODE
This mode allows the driver to pick up from or deliver to a user site, beginning with a “0” weight each time. Once arriving to a site, the driver logs on with the on-site button and sets the customer name. With the display showing the weight from that customer, it then allows printing of a ticket for the customer. The display will again show “0”, ready for the next customer.























More hauling
Products
from MOBA
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CONTACT US
First Name *


Last Name *



E-mail *


Phone Number



Company *


What Machine(s) Do You Need to Automate?*Unsure? One of our specialists can walk you through the ins and outs of machine automation.




Language
-Select-
English




Lead Source
-Select-
Web-Inquiry




Country List*
-Select-
United States




Contact Type*
-Select-
Marketing Contact
Sales Contact




Sales Manager US*
-Select-
Gary Motak
Paul Angerhofer
Joel Ivaska
Jerry McCurry
David Holland




Market Segment*
-Select-
Road Construction
Earthmoving
Cranes & Lifters
Waste Management





Subscribe to our Newsletter


Submit









Speak to an expert about optimizing your machine.
We'd like to discuss your unique needs and how MOBA can get the most from your machine.
Ready to consult the experts?
 Submit this form and a MOBA specialist will reach out within 24.
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The first choice in mobile automation – that’s us.
 More than 100 development experts and 600 employees worldwide work on a common goal every day: to sustainably change the mobile automation sector.
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MOBA Corporation
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 Peachtree City
 Georgia 30269, USA
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